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         Swimming Pool Cleaners - Automatic Vacuums & Sweeps

         Get Your Pool Cleaner Today & Spend More Time Swimming
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Automatic Pool Cleaners are a dream come true.  Automatic swimming pool vacuums and sweepers are perfect for the busy person who wants to save  time from cleaning the pool.   Swimming pool cleaners  take care of the everyday messes. They help reduce, but not eliminate, the need for brushing, skimming, and vacuuming the pool so customers can spend more time enjoying your pool and less time cleaning it.


Pool Cleaners fall into 3 main categories:  Suction Side, Pressure Side, and Robotic,  for both above ground and inground pools.


Suction Side Pool Cleaners

These pool cleaners use the pool's own suction, usually from the skimmer, to suck dirt and debris off the bottom of the pool, and it is cleaned by the filter. Think of it as a water powered vacuum cleaner. The only drawback to these is that while using them, you are tying up your skimmer which limits your ability to clean the surface of the water. 


Pressure Side Pool Cleaners

These pool cleaners use one of the water returns or a secondary booster pump's water return to push the dirt and debris into a bag on the cleaner. Fine dirt is stirred up and eventually cleaned by the filter.  The good thing about these is that they do not  tie up the skimmer, so your surface gets cleaned. The drawback is that they are tying up one of your return lines which can interfere with your circulation. Also, they are not removing the dirt, but they are keeping it stirred up so the filter can get it naturally. 


Robotic Pool Cleaners
 
These pool cleaners are  the most convenient.     Simply plug up these computer-controlled  pool vacuums, and ease them into the pool so they   can scrub nearly any size pool and operate independently from your pump and filter system. These robotic systems have an internal microchip that controls their movements. These are the most highly recommended pool cleaners. Robotic cleaners are the most expensive automatic pool cleaner.   They do extend the life of the pool filtration system and save on chemical usage. 



Articles about Pool Cleaners

	Robotic Pool Vacuums Save Money
	Best Pool Cleaners for Small Pools, Inflatable Pools, and Spas 
	Swimming Pool Cleaner, Maintenance, and Safety
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                              Got a question, send us an email!  
                              
                              Or call us Toll Free: 888-253-9736!
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